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- Vertical variation of effective radius and asymmetry parameter varies

From van Diedenhoven et al., JGR, 2014
Conclusions

- MODIS vs VIIRS will depend on cloud top structure.
- MODIS vs VIIRS will depend on g (higher in warm clouds)
- MODIS vs VIIRS will depend on geometry
- Smallest differences expected for dense, cold convective cloud tops clouds near LNB
Suggestion

- Use two (or more) SWIR bands to retrieve
  - Effective radius at specific level (e.g., OD=1)
  - Linear slope of effective radius w.r.t. optical depth

- Benefits:
  - Comparison between sensors more straightforward
  - Easier to use for model evaluation
  - Paring with lidar allows estimate of slope w.r.t. to physical height/temperature
  - Can also be applied to liquid clouds?
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